
UNITE to STOP the CUTS
Defend JOBS, SERVICES & our COMMUNITIES

The Con-Dem coalition is out to wreck the welfare state; take away the rights of citizens to free education 
and health; privatise our services and run them for profit; and break the trade union movement so that we 
are powerless to fight back. It is a myth that the money isn’t there. They have money for trident, bankers’ 
bonuses and enough to let their billionaire friends avoid paying tax. We refuse to pick up the bill for a crisis 
we didn’t cause.

DMBC want to make the Tory dream our worst nightmare. They are out to reduce Children’s Services, 
close libraries, sack care wardens and increase unemployment in the area. 

VR is just DMBC’s first stage of cuts in services
Many workers are fearful for their future. Naturally the thought of getting out of the stress and bullying that is endemic within 
DMBC, and with a decent cash offer, is attractive. But for those who take VR the future is uncertain. Where will they find another 
job? And where will young people find a job once these have gone? Will the money compensate for the devastation caused to our 
communities? Every department that remains will be forced to work harder for less. The unions will be depleted and weakened 
and more cuts and privatisation will follow. We need to fight the causes of the stress, fear and bullying, not succumb to it.

Use the Joint Union Meeting to launch a Fightback
DMBC want us to believe we have no alternative – either buckle down or take VR if you don’t like it. They want to bring us all 
together on December 7 at the Danum Hotel to hear about the VR package, so that we can watch our friends and colleagues 
volunteer to leave. They hope that the process will completely demoralise us – softening us up for the next round.

But they are potentially making a big mistake. Across the country protesting has become a major activity. Student protest has 
completely transformed the debate around education and a monster demo will take place on December 9 as the bill to raise 
tuition fees is read in Parliament. The TUC are calling what will be the biggest trade union demonstration in living memory on 
March 26. Now is the time to fight.

We need to make a pledge at the joint union meeting to unite and fight the cuts. Fighting the cuts 
requires us to use our industrial strength proportionate to the crisis we face. We demand that:

The Con-Dem alliance has no mandate and it can be defeated. As Len McCluskey the new leader of 
Unite said at the Coalition of Resistance conference:

“This resistance to the cuts is only the beginning. It is time for us to stand up and fight 
back. When working people join hands together anything is possible. We have to campaign 
alongside those who cannot go on strike”.

1 Our unions commit to 
fight every cut in jobs 
and services

We need an energetic 
campaign among our 
members to win support 
for industrial action

We need to bring shop 
stewards and activists 
together to form a 
defence committee
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NATIONAL: www.coalitionofresistance.org.uk          LOCAL: www.cordoncaster.wordpress.com

DEMONSTRATE 
AGAINST THE CUTS!

Saturday 11th December The Mansion House
Doncaster 12 Noon. Called by UNISON


